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Agile Marketing Automation
Agility and power

Software + service

Your main challenge is how to continually adapt to changes
in the marketing world. Incessant technological advances,
hyperconnected consumers, changes in customer and prospect
behaviours, budget fluctuations ... nothing stays the same!

More than a SaaS solution, ACTITO aims to be your partner in
your marketing approach. We offer a broad range of services
such as strategic support, technical integration, creative input
and campaign management, but you decide on when it’s right to
opt for internal or outsourced marketing actions. This is what we
call “Rightsourcing”.

That’s why we created ACTITO, the Agile Marketing Automation
Platform designed to adapt to your enterprise’s needs and
resources. ACTITO helps you make your marketing actions more
relevant, adapt your messages in real time and be there at the
right time in consumer journeys with the right content.

Easy deployment, lower costs
Thanks to ACTITO’S very short deployment time and easy set-up
process, the lead time for your first campaign is kept to a
minimum. Your colleagues and your agency can quickly benefit
from all the power of our platform without having to undergo
long training sessions. This reduces the total cost of ownership of
your marketing automation solution

Openness, integration and security
The vast majority of ACTITO functions can be used via APIs
and connectors making for much easier integration with your
enterprise’s systems.
ACTITO, a European Cloud player, implements best practices with
respect to personal data protection so ensuring conformity of
your marketing practices with data privacy legislations.
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Highly customized omnichannel
campaigns

One platform, tens of marketing
applications

ACTITO manages all points of contact and interactions between
your brand and your consumers via online and offline channels.

ACTITO has developed a suite of applications covering marketers’
needs: email, SMS and mobile campaign management, landing
page creation, connectors, e-commerce, CMS and CRM, and
more. All accessible via a secure portal.

The ACTITO customization engine enables you to give each
consumer the right message at the most adapted time and via
the right channel.

Integrated DMP
ACTITO includes an integrated DMP solution (Data Management
Platform) providing a unified view of your customer and prospect
data and incorporating web journeys, purchasing patterns,
social profiles, media data, and so on. Data is collected in real
time regardless of which terminals are used: computer, tablet,
smartphone, etc.
And with ACTITO’s powerful targeting and segmentation
modules, you can fine-tune management of your campaign
audiences.

In its Enterprise version, ACTITO provides a Development
Platform for its clients designed to facilitate creation of custom
applications and integration with third party applications.

Customer knowledge
Analytical data extracted from your marketing drives is a rich
store of information. As well as performance indicators and
reports included as standard, customized reports can be created
to provide you with a clear overview of your marketing actions and
related return on investment and help you identify optimization
opportunities.
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